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 The book also dates back in to the child's normal life, showing how he can return to a normal
childhood while looking after himself The book should help a kid to observe that his diagnosis
is not the finish of the world and is something that he'll live and work with. The book begins with
the analysis of diabetes and undergoes a simple definition of diabetes, the standard methods of
care that a kid will be coping with, demonstrates how the tools works and what it does."I could
help look after me personally" 2nd edition is a poetic introduction for children alive with
diabetes. The reserve is also an excellent teaching tool for various other family members,
teachers, classmates among others who the child will be interacting with that require some
knowledge of the condition.
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A lifesaving publication for diabetic children! This book is crucial have for each and every family
with a diabetic member. Especially family members with a diabetic kid.. I wish I had a reserve
like this to greatly help explain things so I could understand them. Years ago a friend of mine
was identified as having type one diabetes. I gratefully thank the writer for writing it. Appealing
and vitally helpful for children and their families. We am an endocrinologist working with many
T1 individuals and .Cheirie Whimsical children's book on the subject of type 1 diabetes The
diagnosis of diabetes in a young child can be terrifying to parents and child as well.. A must-
have for anybody struggling to understand and manage lifestyle with type 1 diabetes. It may be a
lifesaver for your youthful diabetic children. Five Stars you are not the only person!. I am an
endocrinologist working with many T1 individuals and their families. I am type 1 DM aswell. We
needed this reserve badly.. see "other folks" wearing a pump and getting photos like her. I am
recommending it to all or any parents and family of T1 children. This book helps lighten the
burden by making diabetes duties understandable with humor and rhyme..Illustrations are
images of stuffed animals wearing pump, sensor, finding injection etc. . I bought this reserve for
my 2 year old to see "other folks" wearing a pump and getting photos like her.... It really is smart,
funny, and easy to understand. Thumbs up for the writer ( T1 of course), we needed this book!.. It
covers lots: what is DM, how exactly to treat, how to proceed, how to pack, how exactly to
program play dates ,. She enjoys the truth that the animals .. Also having been diagnosed t1 at an
extremely young age, I would have loved a reserve like this to let me know that I was not alone,
also to help me understand the basics of diabetes. I would have loved a reserve like this to let
me understand that . This is probably the most well created Books I've come across. I'd highly
recommend this book for anyone with a toddler who's diabetic!. I can help take care of me.. An
incredible guide/insight for everyone who includes a Diabetic in their Universe. Being a diabetic
for 42 years I could tell you that hearing doctors when your a kid doesn't work. Zena M.
LeCoffI've read this book and I must state that it warms my center that there is such a book out
in the World these days. When I was developing up no such publication was available. My
greatest way to obtain reference was my Mother who passed away from this deadly disease 30
years back. " I COULD Help Look after Me" teaches the kid that they can indeed look after
themselves, be their own champion while learning how so when they're at School, doing points
as any "normal" child does.I highly suggest that anyone who has a kid, grandchild, relative or
knows of one to pick up a copy of the book. This will indeed enhance the lives not merely of the
the Diabetic but of the family of one. She enjoys the fact that the animals also put on a pump
and have a sensor.Employed in the field with Adolescents for over 25 years I'll add this to your
arsenal of literature to provide awareness to our clients and their family. I am honored to really
have the privilege to have read this piece of work. Highly recommended for all those children
who experiencing this condition. I congratulate the writer for pulling together all the information
a child may need to understand his / her circumstance, if that kid provides this disease. Cute
pictures and sweet rhymes help soften this very difficult subject. Excellent Book for Children
with Juvenile Diabetes This book is incredibly thorough in covering all areas of dealing with and
living with Type 1 Diabetes. Gently takes the scare away of care... I highly recommend this
reserve! And a wonderful educational tool for close friends, teachers, classmates and neighbors.
I feel honored to be able to examine this to my nieces and nephews who wish to understand my
disease. This book would have been so helpful, approaching and explaining the problem in an
endearing and positive way.
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